
Chapter Three 

The Garden and the Chakras 
It Began 

Eve wandered down the sandy 
path toward the home she 
shared with Adam. Eve smiled 
as she watched see her songs 
add color to the garden and 
observed as her dance called to 
birds flying through the trees. 
Amazing adventure, she 
thought. 

She had spent a great deal of time exploring this new home, while Adam 
flowed the unlimited energy from the Sun with love and generosity to nourish 
and strengthen her. Eve worked directly with the Earth Mother. The resources 
from the Sun and that stored within the Earth assured that this planet could 
sustain life with abundance and ease. The garden was just one aspect of the 
design Eve had created to make sure that those who would be joining this 
mission would have all that they needed to thrive.  

Then, just after sunrise, an Ancient Teacher had approached Eve. 

“Come,” she had invited. “We need you now.” 

Eve’s heart sang remembering the invitation. They had spent the day 
together. Eve had not conceived that there could be such joy. Even planning and 
designing the lush garden for their mission had not lifted her spirits in this way. 

Her Teacher had reminded her very precisely of the composition of the 
energy fields around this planet. “Remember,” she had said, “that there are 
those within the Greater Life Flow who dominate and use your Greater Family. 
Those with the agendas to control and use do not know your assignment. They 
are still in the dark just as the Greater Counsel had intended. We have to stay 



ahead of them. Now, comes the big part 
for you.”  

 In her initial task of working with Mother 
Earth to call forth resources and beauty, 
Eve had forgotten that the energies from 
Outsiders had been carried onto this new 
home. Those parasitic and dominating 
energies would continue to pollute and kill 
as long as they remained hidden, unseen. 
The Law of Manifestation that existed on 
this new world, the very Law that she had 
used for the Garden and other aspects of 
the mission support, would cause the 
Outsider’s energy of constrictions to 
appear. The same Law would manifest 

Fear, Discounting and other forms of the Outsider’s energy presence. 

Because of her Teacher’s reminder, Eve realized there was another step.  

First, she must discern difference between the energy of Divine Good and 
the energy of Parasitic, Dominating - Evil. Her Ancient Teacher had come to 
remind Eve of this critical part of the entire Earth mission and to help her 
“know” what was of the Light of their Home and what was not. Unless she 
focused to discern the quality of manifesting forms, the evil of the Outsiders 
would continue to take away the vibrancy of the volunteers.  

Today, with the help of her Ancient Teacher, Eve had been able to taste 
and know the difference between  what would bring Good and what would 
restrict and even destroy Good. Her Soul sang in ways she had not remembered 
was possible. 



Chakra as Evolutionary Path 
How the Garden Fits 

The Bible myth of The Garden holds 
some basics about what took the plan off track. 
The Male needed a help-mate because his body 
suit carried the ownership contracts. The 
Outsiders could monitor and use him as will. In 
essence, the Outsiders "gods" owned the Soul 
in the Male body. This Soul trusted that the 
Souls with the Female mission to identify and 
remove these “gods" who had gained 
ownership over out families. The Female was a 
help-mate to keep him safe with her ability to 
discern Outsider’s approach and to command 
their removal.  

In addition, this was a new planet, a 
planet of denser material, a planet where word/thought/vision created. The 
Female used the Law to call forth the lush garden to provide for the Volunteers. 
Once that was done, the “serpent”, ancient symbol of the Teacher or the Wise 
One, came into the Garden. The Ancient Teacher came because it was time to 
initiate the Female into her next assignment. And according to plan, the serpent 
approached the Female to awaken her ability to “Know Good and Evil.” This was 
not about the Female wanting knowledge. This was about specific knowledge and 
her assignment to use her Belly Wisdom, her sensory system. I also required 
communications with off-planet Spiritual teams ready to respond to the Female’s 
request for Outsider removal. This Soul in a Female body suit had ultimate 
authority to “Ask and receive”. And so the serpent came and helped “her” step 
into her mission and practice “tasting”. 



Following the chakra points, you can understand, claim and awaken each 
power center.  

Learning and using the Law of Attraction, the Law of Manifestation, the 
Law of Self action was not for financial gain, relationship compatibility, although 
they all work in those areas of life. It was to have the ability to create cultures of 
Benefit and then have gained the ability to “taste” forms that would constrict life 
ignorer to command it’s removal 
for our family’s energy fields. 

What part of that assignment 
are you doing in your life this 
week?  

Where do you see others 
doing it? 

Our Divine Agenda and Plan 

Compare these concepts of ownership and domination to the concepts of 
the Divine Agenda of Our Soul Family: 

• We plan to experience any aspect of our Divine Nature/Home of Good. 

• We will experience the aspect directly as we choose and when complete, we 
will choose another. 

• We will share our experiences, listen to other’s experiences in order to 
vicariously know more of that which We are. 

• There was no punishments, no limits, no fragmentations or blame. 

• We have clear, direct connections to our team in our Home of Spirit. 

The Outsiders had now stepped fully onto this planet and anchored their 
agendas here. They re-engineered the DNA to two strands: Survive and 
Procreate. They then disconnected the heart-wiring from the male body suit and 



the power of Solar Plexus from the female. The mission force was now 
imbalanced and walking on eggshells.Next class we will consider the Outsider’s 
Directives 

At some point, “she”, and the Bible uses the name Eve, was so excited that 
she slipped up and told “he”/Adam. Eve invited Adam to go with her to try 
“tasting” and knowing the difference between Good vibrational forms and Evil 
vibration forms. Adam did. 

"The rest is history", as they say. 

Those monitoring Adam saw immediately that they had been tricked. They 
set about to fix the problem and take back ownership. 

Check out the directives the “god” gave to Adam and Eve in the Garden. 
Actually, the directives were given to Adam because he was the one owned by the 
Outsiders: 

• They could have all of the experiences except they could not have knowledge 
the Good and Evil existed here. 

• They could no longer be in the natural system of abundance but must “earn” 
their bread for “sweat” wages 

• They were told that they were to birth many children (who would also be 
owned by the Outsiders) 

• The birthing/creating process was to bring great pain to the female. 

• Next the “god” who had reclaimed domination banished the Teacher of 
Ancient Wisdom from walking upright or from being in Support of the 
female. 
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